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Abstract
During the period 2012-2018, nine Ghanaian banks went bankrupt, causing
depositors and shareholders to lose billions of Ghana Cedis. This development stunned the whole Ghanaian community, as many had not anticipated
the occurrence of a banking crisis of that magnitude, since most of these
banks were renowned indigenous banks. One of the fundamental causes of
these banks’ failure was a lack of sound corporate governance practices. In
this regard, the current study attempts to focus on one of the corporate governance practices—executive compensation—by giving an in-depth analysis
of how poor executive compensation contributed to the failure of these banks.
The study found that there was weak adherence to common execution compensation principles and practices of corporate governance. Banks did not have
the appropriate compensation systems designed for the banks’ executives and
non-executives. In addition, the compensation committee of some banks was
not properly constituted whereas others had no compensation committee.
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1. Introduction
The global financial crisis began when Enron, WorldCom, and other American
firms went bankrupt due to accounting and compensation scandals, resulting in
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a loss of investor confidence and a drop in shareholder value [1]. Since this
event, regulatory authorities worldwide, including those in developed and developing countries, have proposed various legislations and stricter corporate governance standards to reestablish investor trust while safeguarding the interests
of the company’s owners [2].
Similarly, in Ghana between 2012 and 2018, seven banks and several other
non-banking financial institutions went down, causing depositors and shareholders to lose billions of Ghana Cedis. As a result, the licenses of two commercial banks—UT Bank and Capital Bank, were revoked by the Bank of Ghana in
2017 [3]. Eight months down the lane, other seven commercial banks also collapsed, and the Bank of Ghana revoked their licenses [4]. These seven other
banks were amalgamated to form the Consolidated Bank Ghana, whereas the
earlier collapsed two banks were acquired by another bank “GCB bank” at the
instance of the regulator. The ramifications of this banking failure have had several adverse effects on Ghana’s economy [5]. Apart from the number of Ghanaians who have lost employment, analysts estimate that over 400,000 jobs have
been affected [6]. The Ghanaian government also lost several million dollars
throughout the process, investing about 600 million dollars into banks before
their collapse to revive them, but this goal could not be achieved. Additionally,
many Ghanaians have lost faith in the banking industry as a result of this.
The reasons behind these banks’ failures were investigated and recorded. The
report found illegal practices where some chief executive officers or managing
directors engaged in illicit financial transfers without directors’ permission. The
conclusion of the preliminary reports by the Bank of Ghana and the KPMG
points to an absence or failure of good corporate governance practice among the
banks [4]. In this respect, the current study intends to focus on one of the corporate governance mechanisms, executive compensation, by providing a deeper
understanding of the following issues: Could the CEOs and the executives have
averted this corporate failure? Were their compensations gratifying enough to
commensurate and enhance the performance of the banks?
Executive compensation has been of much concern to policymakers, academia, and other stakeholders, creating a general perception that executive compensations of CEOs and executives are excessive and not correlated to the performance of the banks [7]. Furthermore, in the face of weak corporate governance principles and legislation, CEOs and executives set their compensations at
an outrageous constraint [8]. Executive compensations refer to the remuneration
packages given to CEOs and the executives who are charged with the responsibility of managing the affairs of organizations. These are financial payments and
non-monetary benefits provided to the high-level management in exchange for
their work on behalf of the company. The remuneration packages typically include; cash compensation (salary, annual bonus) and equity compensation (stock
options and restricted shares) [9].
Before the global financial crisis of 2007-2008, the majority of empirical research on executive compensation focused on the non-financial sectors. The fiDOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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nancial crises elicited a range of reactions and questions from academia, the media, regulators, and other stakeholders, including: 1) whether bank executives
were overpaid; 2) whether their compensation induced CEOs to take the excessive risk; 3) and, from a public policy perspective and whether the government
should regulate financial institutions’ executive compensation packages. Whereas some scholars believed that excessive risk-taking by bank CEOs is the significant factor that contributed to the financial crises [10], while the other group
opined that there is no correlation between what is being paid to the bank CEOs
and excessive risk-taking [11] [12].
Given the inconclusive results regarding the relationship between CEOs’
compensation and bank performance, the current study reexamines the link between these two using data from the annual reports of the nine collapsed Ghanaian Banking Institutions. By this, we ask the following question: Is the perceived relatively high and apparent increases in bank executive compensation
over the years correlated to bank performance?
The inspiration for this study is to investigate the sudden collapse of these
banks in Ghana, because, these were renowned banks and well celebrated in the
country, therefore, the sudden collapse was least anticipated. Also, the study investigated the executive compensation principles and practices in a developing
economy’s indigenous banks. Most researches on executive compensation focus
predominantly on firms other than financial institutions. Therefore, this study
endeavors to fill the gap by investigating indigenous banks in Ghana.
The principal objective of this study is to tap into the actual adherence to executive compensation principles and practices of the collapsed banks and more
importantly to dive into the relationship of the practices and their related impact
on banking performance.
The study reveals weak adherence to executive compensation principles and
practices among the collapsed banks in Ghana.
The study contributes to the discussion on corporate governance issues specifically on executive compensation and its impacts on banking performance in
Ghana in the areas of composition, design, transparency, accountability, and independence.
This paper is further organized as follows; Section 2 discusses the literature
review which focuses on Banking in Ghana and corporate governance, in addition, the agency theory and compensation plans, Executive compensation and
banking performance are discussed. Section 3 also focuses on executive compensation principles and practices of corporate governance (composition, design, transparency, accountability, and independence). Section 4 explains the
findings and discussions on executive compensation issues and lastly. Section 5
draws the conclusions from the study and makes recommendations.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Banking in Ghana and Corporate Governance
Ghana’s banking sector consists of the central bank, various commercial banks,
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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development banks, merchants’ banks, and a slew of rural banks [13]. The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) governs the industry, established statutorily under the Bank of Ghana Act to develop monetary policy, and is solely monitored
by the Bank of Ghana (BoG). Historically, Ghana’s banking sector was dominated by state-owned institutions and lacked competitiveness. However,
throughout the last few decades, state-owned banks have been privatized as part
of the government’s divestiture implementation initiatives, which resulted in the
privatization of some Agricultural Development Banks (ADB), Ghana Commercial Banks (GCB), and others.
Following the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s corporate governance principles, the BoG published notices and directions on governance
structures and control systems for banks and specialist deposit-taking institutions. However, in December 2018, in response to the collapse of several banks,
the BoG issued its own comprehensive corporate governance code for the banking industry, specifically banks, savings and loans companies, finance houses,
and financial holding companies licensed or registered under the Banks and
Specialist Deposit-Taking Institutions Act 2016 [14]. The BoG issued the Fit and
Proper Person Directive in July 2019 to promote solid corporate governance
standards and prohibit ineligible persons from engaging in any regulated activity. The purpose of this directive is to create a framework that allows financial institutions and the Bank of Ghana to decide whether a person is qualified to serve
as a director, a significant shareholder, or a senior manager in a financial organization. All of these directives, including the corporate governance codes, are
mandatory and, in some situations, have implementation dates. Additionally,
compliance with the various laws and constitutions applicable to listed companies is compulsory, except in certain limited circumstances when the appropriate
supervisory body may grant waivers of certain specific provisions or requirements subject to certain conditions imposed by the supervisory body.
Corporate governance principles have received significant attention in Ghana’s banking industry, owing to many legislations governing banking activities
[15]. Ghana’s corporate governance code regulates every stage of firm creation
[15]. As a result, Ghana has many monitoring procedures to guarantee that
banks adhere to sound corporate governance practices. These monitoring mechanisms are designed to promote excellent corporate governance practices
among Ghanaian businesses. They include the Ghana Companies Act 1963 (Act
179), the Economic and Organized Crime Office Act (Act 408), the Criminal
Code (causing financial loss Act 29), the Ghana Banking Act 1986 (PNDCL 225),
and the Bank of Ghana regulations [4].

2.2. The Agency Theory and Compensation Plans
According to agency theory, management compensation arises from the separation of ownership and control. To ensure that managers’ interests align with
those of the owners, these shareholders must implement incentive contracts and
effective monitoring methods. According to [16] and [17], a positive relationship
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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between management compensation and bank performance aligns with shareholders’ interests. The theory asserts that the principal-agent relationship is
made up of the shareholder who is the principal and the executive directors are
the agents. To help mitigate agency problems, in which managers pursue objectives that conflict with those of the shareholders, shareholders employ executive
compensation to urge managers to act in the shareholders’ interest rather than their
own. This theory is important to this work as it will form the basis of our analysis.
Executive compensation is one of the corporate governance mechanisms that
align CEOs’ and executives’ interests with the shareholders through salary, bonuses, and long-term incentives such as stock options. Therefore, compensation
plans are frequently of various forms. According to [9] compensation is divided
into two categories: cash-based compensation (basic salary, annual bonuses,
pension contributions, and allowances) and equity-based compensation (stock
options, restrictions). In the absence of a specified form of compensation, executives are likely to set up their own compensation to the disadvantage of the
shareholders.

2.3. Executive Compensation and Banking Performance
According to agency theory, CEOs’ and executives’ incentives can align with
shareholder preferences via compensation systems that compensate the CEO
and other executives based on the bank’s performance. Therefore, there have
been several studies on the relationship between executive compensation and
firm performance in various jurisdictions with no definite conclusions drawn.
There have been two opposing views held by researchers who have attempted to
examine this relation. Some documented a positive relationship [18] [19], while
others noted a negative relationship [19] [20]. Some also saw no connection
[21]. Although the relationship between these two variables is still debatable,
most studies undertaken in the last two decades have produced a substantial
amount of evidence in favor of the idea that firm performance positively affects
executive compensation [22] [23] [24] [25].
In previous studies, researchers employed accounting-based performance indicators such as profit, return on equity, and return on assets [26], as well as
market-based performance measures such as stock prices and total shareholder
return to measure firms’ performances [27]. Companies must redefine performance and how to measure it. They must covey the unique values of the company, explore non-traditional pay models to attract rare talents, focus on the
balance of short-term interest and long-term values to retain key talents in the
new environment [28].

3. Executive Compensation Principles and Practices of
Corporate Governance
Sound compensation policies and practices are critical for long-term and sustainable performance for shareholders. Executive compensation is essential to
retaining the most capable executives and setting high standards for the banks’
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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performance in generating long-term shareholder value [29]. To reflect the
above, executive compensation packages for banks’ executives must be based on
the standard principles and practices to motivate managers to maximize shareholders’ wealth [30]. This section discusses the principles and practices associated with executive compensation namely; the composition of the executive
package of both executive and non-executive directors, design of the compensation policy, transparency of plans, accountability, and independence. The study
draws its analysis based on the annual reports of UT bank and uniBank Ghana
from the period of the commencement of business until December 2016 to determine their executive compensation principles and practices. A descriptive
analysis is adopted to explain the outcomes.

3.1. Composition
The bank shall have a precise composition of the compensation package of the
executives and non-executives [31]. The banks’ compensation package should
create long-term shareholder value and not incentivize excessive risk-taking to
align management and shareholders’ interest [32]. In terms of the composition
of the compensation package for both executives and non-executive directors,
UT Bank constantly throughout its 9 years of operation did not provide a separate compensation package for the banks’ executive and non-executives. The executive compensation was made in total for the executives without specifying the
detailed components of the compensation; this is in contravention of the requirements for executive compensation systems for financial institutions in
Ghana. However, uniBank on the other hand provided a separate compensation
package for the executives and non-executive directors of the bank.

3.2. Design
The banks’ compensation policy should be clear, comprehensive, and discuss the
relevant components of the compensation in full detail [33]. The intended forms
of incentives, bonuses, and others should be detailed. This shall include cash
compensations comprising basic salary, annual bonuses, pension contributions,
and allowances) and equity-based compensation (stock, options, restrictions)
[34]. In contributing to value creation over the long term, incentives should be
structured to reward performance. The structured design package should consider whether the banks will have a fixed, variable, or mix of these two compensation systems. When executives’ compensation is tied to Pay for performance is
used, the banks should also be clear and measure such performances against set
targets to prevent excessive risk-taking [35]. Also, executive compensation issues
relating to contractual engagements and termination of appointments should be
clearly stated.
Table 2 depicts UT Bank’s executive compensation plan which does not give
details on issues such as how non-executive directors and executive directors are
compensated, the components of the compensation plan whether cash, equity or
mixed as stipulated in the industry standard. This can make the bank’s execuDOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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tives set their compensation which may be outrageous and may not be in the interest of the shareholders. Furthermore, UT Bank disclosed the shares held by
the bank’s executives for only two consecutive years of operation while the disclosure for the rest of the years was forfeited. However, uniBank Ghana separately compensates its executives and non -executives but according to the
bank’s disclosure in its shareholdings structure, none of its executive directors
own shares in the bank.

3.3. Transparency
The well-designed compensation plan eventually enhances efficiency and reduces the instances in which the bank executives and the investors are taken by surprised the compensation programs [36]. Therefore, there should be full disclosure of such plans. Transparency builds trust between the shareholders and the
executives. UT Bank and uniBank Ghana, among the nine banks, did not disclose their compensation plans. This makes it easy for the bank’s executives to
set their compensation at the expense of its shareholders. This practice is not in
conformity with the industry standard of financial institutions.

3.4. Accountability
The compensation committee is responsible for designing, implementing, evaluating, and monitoring the compensation program [37]. The roles and responsibilities of the compensation committee shall be clearly defined and stated to
avoid any ambiguity in carrying out those roles and responsibilities about the
compensation plans [38]. These plans shall ultimately be submitted to the shareholders for approval. With regards to the compensation committee, although
UT Bank had compensation committee for only two years, throughout its operations for the 9 years, uniBank Ghana did not have a compensation committee for
its years of operation. This governance structure and policy of the bank is contradictory to the industry standard for financial institutions in Ghana.

3.5. Independence
The compensation process shall be conducted by an independent committee
member utilizing independent advisors and compensation consultants [39]. The
independence of the compensation committee of UT Bank is compromised as its
composition is made up of non-executive directors instead of independent directors. This may affect the role of the committee exercising its responsibilities independently. In the case of uniBank Ghana, it had no compensation committee for
its years of operation that also contradicts the standard for financial institutions.

4. Findings and Discussions on Executive Compensation
Issues
Following the collapse of the banks in Ghana, the authors try to investigate the
causes of the banks’ failure using executive compensation principles and practices as stipulated in the corporate governance code for Financial Institutions in
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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Ghana. The study examined the executive compensation system relating to the
composition, design, transparency, accountability, and independence to ascertain if the collapsed nine banks followed the prescribed regulations. Banks are to
be devoted to the adherence of strong corporate governance practices about executive compensation. The study reveals weak adherence to CG practices especially, executive compensation system relating to principles and practices among
the collapsed banks in Ghana. Table 1 shows the number of banks which collapsed and the year of establishments. According to Table 2, out of the nine collapsed banks, only UT bank and uniBank Ghana’spublished annual reports
could be assessed, making the rest of the banks contradicting the disclosure and
transparency policy for financial institutions in Ghana. From Table 3, however,
executive compensation reported in the annual reports of the UT Bank was not
designed to show how the executives of the bank were to be compensated either
by cash compensation based or equity compensation based or both as compared
to the industry standard. Furthermore, the composition of the compensation
packages for the banks’ executives and non-executives were not detailed for all
the banks, especially as seen in the case of UT Bank. However, in Table 4, uniBank
Table 1. The collapsed banks.
NAME OF BANK

YEAR OF ESTABLISHMENT

UT Bank

2009

Capital Bank

2009

Unibank Ghana Ltd.

1997

The Royal Bank Ltd

2012

Beige Bank Ltd.

2017

Sovereign Bank Ltd.

2015

Construction Bank Ltd.

2016

Premium Bank Ltd.

2016

Heritage Bank Ltd.

2016

Source: Bank of Ghana, 2018.

Table 2. Annual reports disclosure and transparency.
NAME OF BANK

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

UT Bank

A

A

A

A

A

A

NA

NA

Capital Bank

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

UniBank Ghana Ltd.

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

A

A

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

The Royal Bank Ltd.
Beige Bank Ltd.
Sovereign Bank Ltd.
Construction Bank Ltd.

NA

Premium Bank Ltd.

NA

Heritage Bank Ltd.

NA

Source: Authors’ Compilation. A—Available; NA—Not Available.

DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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Table 3. Executive compensation plan of UT Bank, Ghana.
Compensations

2009

Directors’ Comp.:
216,000
Executive

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

328,000

413,000

457,000

426,000

433,000

NA

NA

Ownership

NA

NA

A

A

NA

NA

NA

NA

Remuneration
Committee

NA

NA

A

A

NA

NA

NA

NA

Source: Authors’ compilation. A—Available; NA—Not Available; Dir Comp.—Directors Compensation.

Table 4. Executive compensation plan of uniBank Ghana.
Compensations

1997-2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Directors’ Comp.:
Executive

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Non-Executive

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

411,225

352,875

Ownership

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Remuneration
Committee

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

2,789,836 3,397,951

Source: Authors’ compilation. A—Available; NA—Not Available; Dir Comp.—Directors Compensation;
Exec.—Executive.

Ghana, although provided a separate compensation package for its executive and
non-executive directors, it was not clear whether the executives were only entitled to cash-based compensation or otherwise.
Also, from Table 3, UT Bank had no remuneration committee for all the years
it operated as stipulated in the standard except for only 2011 & 2012 of the existence of the committee. Again, in the case of uniBank Ghana, from Table 4, the
bank had no compensation committee throughout its years of operation. This
practice, if not curbed, could result in issues such as; CEOs and other executives
could set their compensations higher at an outrageous constraint that is not in
the interest of the shareholders. Executives may also appear to favor their compensations by linking it to performance when they can manipulate the performance measures to their advantage such that investors will not realize it.
Remuneration committees have the responsibility to initiate and review executive compensation packages. These committees are essential because they are
responsible for ensuring that executive compensation systems are in the best interest of shareholders. The remuneration committee develops the bank’s compensation plans subject to the shareholders’ approval at their Annual General
Meeting (AGM). From Table 5, UT Bank, although, had a compensation committee for two years, it compromised on the composition of the committee. The
committee was composed of non-executive directors instead of independent directors as stipulated in the corporate governance code for the financial institution in Ghana. Non-executive directors (NED) are members of a company’s
board of directors who are not part of the executive team and so, do not engage
in the day-to-day management of the company. They may or may not own shares
of the company. Independent non-executive directors (INEDs) are members of
DOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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Table 5. Remuneration committee composition of UT Bank, Ghana.
Years

Committee size

2011 & 2012

3

Committee Independence
Non-exec. Dir. (NEDs)

Ind. Non-exec. Dir. (INEDs)

3

0

Source: Authors’ compilation.

Table 6. Financial institutions’ standard for executive compensation.
Executive Compensation
Principles

Suggested Industry Standard Practice

Design

● The board should oversee the compensation system spearheaded by
the remuneration committee and monitor it to align it with prudent
risk-taking.
● Must be sufficient to attract, retain and motivate executive officers but
must be balanced against the bank's interest and not pay excessive
remuneration.
● Avoid excessive risk-taking when remuneration is tied to performance
● No sitting allowance, directed fees for the executive directors, whereas
non-executive directors would be entitled to such benefits.
● Equity-based remuneration such as share option shall be tied to
performance subject to shareholders’ approval at AGM.

Transparency

Shares held by executives shall be disclosed in annual reports.

Independence

Independent directors shall determine the compensation of the executives.

Source: [40]: Bank of Ghana, 2018.

the board who do not have any monetary relationship with the company or own
any shares except with their renumeration. Since uniBank Ghana had no compensation committee throughout its years of operation, the committee’s composition was unknown.
Table 6 outlines the standardized provisions for executive composition principles and practices for financial institutions in Ghana.

5. Conclusion and Recommendations
In conclusion, UT Bank and uniBank Ghana failed to adhere to laid down principles and practices relating to executive compensation, and therefore, this contributed to one of their woes to succeed in the banking industry.
So, the banks in Ghana should strictly adhere to good corporate governance
practices and be guided by the corporate governance code developed by the bank
of Ghana. Additionally, the banks shall adhere to good practices and embrace
executive compensation guidelines for executive and non-executive directors.
There should be a well-designed compensation system for both executives and
non-executives, which should be fair and reasonable, considering the labor market
conditions and the company’s responsibility at law, which should be relative to
the scale of the banks’ business.
Again, when compensation is linked to performance, targets must be set. The
targets should be connected to the bank’s short-, medium- and long-term perDOI: 10.4236/oalib.1108045
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formance objectives that show the purpose, values, strategic goals, and avoid excessive risk-taking, which happened during the crises where executives had to
make a cash transfer without approval from the company’s boards.
Lastly, there should be a well-designed equity-based compensation that includes options and performance rights.
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